## INCOME DOCUMENTATION
### 2020 SCENARIOS

### DURING 2020...
I am part of a **single parent household**. I was the only earner in the household during the first three months of the year. I received **unemployment benefits** for X number of weeks.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- 1099-G
- Official statement indicating benefits paid

### DURING 2020...
I am an hourly worker and **my hours were cut back** due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- Employer statement indicating change in hours worked and benefits paid

### DURING 2020...
I am part of a **two-earner household**. I was the only earner in the household during the first three months of 2020. Both **myself and the other earner** received **unemployment benefits** for X number of weeks.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- 1099-G/s
- Official statement indicating benefits paid

### DURING 2020...
I am part of a **two-earner household**. I had a consistent income for 2020. The other income earner worked January–March, but was **furloughed** March–December. The other income earner received **unemployment benefits** for X weeks and held a job paying **cash wages** in November and December.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- W-2/s
- Form 1040 for cash wages
- 1099-G for UI benefits

### DURING 2020...
I worked at **two different companies** and received **unemployment benefits** in 2020.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- W-2s from both employers
- Final pay stubs
- 1099-G indicating UI benefits paid out

### DURING 2020...
There was a **death in my household**, resulting in a change of income.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- Form 1040
- W-2/s

### DURING 2020...
The **size of my household changed** due to different family members quarantining inside our household.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- Include financial documentation for individuals living together and sharing financial responsibility for the scholarship applicant

### DURING 2020...
I received a government-issued COVID-19 recovery **stimulus check**.

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED:**
- Stimulus checks do not count towards your income. No documentation is needed for a stimulus check.